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Each time you download the latest version of Refx
Nexus Soundbank, it will download a new archive.
This archive contains two types of files, one is a zip
and other is a rar. The zip file has the Nexus sounds
and the samples can be used in Reason, FS, Xfer,
etc. The RAR file is a pre-recorded cd for external
software like FL STUDIO, REAPER, Etc. The Refx
Nexus Soundbank has a total of over 800 tracks
from well-known artists and record labels. This is a
library for your creative creation. You might find
Nexus RefX 2 vst extremely similar to the Refx
Nexus 2 vst that you may have already purchased in
the past. If you liked what youve heard in Nexus 2
plugins, you will like this plugin. Refx Nexus
Soundbank is a total package for small and large
record labels to musicians, producers and other
music lovers to share sounds, loops and sounds. The
Refx Nexus soundbank is for you! All of these are
currently free but in the near future, they will be
available for purchase. If you want to purchase, your
choices include 30, 60, or 90 days of unlimited
updates and downloads to your NEXUS REX vst or
Nexus Soundbank. Also, you can get all of these
audio tracks for free from the developer if you
purchase the installation disk for the NEXUS REX vst
and/or the Nexus Soundbank CD. Ive included this
software because no mater how many hours youve
invested in audio programs like Native Instruments,
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Gateway, it is still not easy to manage all of them or
have them all. You have one of them for your sound
design and the other one for your sound editing.
Most of the time you create sounds, it is finished.
You are all set and done with this part. Then some
time later you find yourself stuck with these 300
files that you have created. So just to make it easier
for you, Ive made this little collection of plugins so
that you can just download them in a rar file. This
way you can check them out immediately and then,
decide whether or not you want to keep them. It is
up to you. In this way, you will never lose them
again, if you decide to delete them, you can reload
them instantly.
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Just like its arpeggio counterparts, there are
dedicated Trance Gate presets in NEXUS 2 that you

can add to your own sounds to get a perfect
sounding gate. Its got a sequencer, note and octave

transposition, and the most important adjustable
loop start position are just a few of the features that
one would want to go deep with as one build ups the
tracks. Apply some of the dedicated Gate presets to

NEXUS 2 sounds to create a raging, punishing
barrage of sound, or an uplifting, magnetic melody.
If you hear it in your head, NEXUS 2s Gate can do it.
The reverb and analog phaser from Arts Acoustic, a

stereo enhancer, and two FX slots are just three
ways weve sweetened the deal in the Mixer/FX

section. Youve already got NEXUS 2. Youve set up a
sound, and youre using the pre-applied Delay and
Reverb effects. Now how about a little distortion?

Keep it in the dark with some carefully placed
feedback or give your sound a dose of distortion
with the help of NEXUS 2s dedicated Distortion

Effect. No matter which distortion mode you choose,
youll reap maximum sound quality and no reduction

in dynamics. And, if youd like, add in a little
modulation from one of NEXUS 2s two modulation
modes. Bring your reverb presets to life with the
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help of NEXUS 2s Preset Browser. Take a few clicks
and instantly apply presets for a variety of room
types. The Unit features five different timescales,
plenty of mid range & band-pass filters, and an

advanced modulation engine, so youll be able to get
just the right amount of personality in your sound

with just a few twists of your beloved knob.
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